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TASCAM Brings Great Sound and Signal Distribution Efficiency

to David Crowder’s Studio Series 8p Dyna

Along with ML-16D and ML-32D Analog / Dante Converters prove

invaluable

American Contemporary Christian music singer, songwriter, and multi-

instrumentalist David Crowder, best known by his stage name Crowder, along with

his friends, 2-time Grammy Award winning engineer Jacob ‘Biz’ Morris and Gavin

Haverstick, have assembled a state-of-the-art studio for Crowder’s production work.

With a wealth of guitar and keyboard equipment to contend with - not to mention

the console and everything needed to interconnect it all - the studio is an

exceptional production environment. Equipped with two TASCAM Series 8P Dyna 8

channel mic preamplifiers with analog compressors plus multiple ML-16D and

ML-32D 16- and 32-channel Analog/Dante converters, the studio was designed to

foster creativity, while also being a model of efficiency.

With two Grammy Awards for his engineering efforts on American Christian hip hop

recording artist Lecrae’s hit song Messengers and his highly received album

Gravity, Jacob Morris is a proven studio pro. His inclusion of the TASCAM 8P Dyna

and the ML-16D and ML-32D Dante units in Crowder’s studio are, in his own words,

“key to creating an incredible studio that makes working there so inspiring.” He
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discussed his experience with the TASCAM gear.

“David approached me to help him get his home studio going,” Morris reports. “I

don’t think we really knew how awesome the room was going to turn out, but it is

one of the best rooms I’ve worked in. We coordinated with Gavin Haverstick from

Haverstick Designs of Carmel, IN on this project. The space sounds so good, it’s a

creative person’s dream. We use two TASCAM Series 8P Dyna mic pre / compressor

units. One is located in the guitar room and is used for mic pres (preamp) while the

other resides on the desk and is used for guitar pres. These processors are so easy

to use and sound so good. They’re amazing! And when used with the ML-16D and

ML-32D Dante converters, it’s hard to believe how efficient everything becomes.”

“The TASCAM ML-16D and ML-32D Dante converters are, in many ways, what really

bring the entire studio together,” Morris added. “There’s a lot going on in this

space. We have a lot of synths and other toys that are being sent to the console via

the ML-32D - all with a single CAT-6 cable! It’s crazy! Then we have the guitar room.

David can be playing a guitar that is hitting 6 different amps inside another room in

the house, and the output of those amps is being sent back to the DAW - all via a

single CAT-6 line - with no latency. Wrap your head around that! The ML-16D/32D

Dante units saved us from running tons of cables. We tried a few other products out

there and they just didn’t work at all.”

Morris also pointed out that the TASCAM gear is in use constantly. “David uses this

equipment every day. If he touches a synth or plays a guitar, he’s using the

TASCAM gear. And I’m not joking… When we first hooked everything up to test it

out, it all just worked. David’s face just lit up - as did mine!”

With electronic music equipment, questions inevitably arise, so responsive and

capable support services are crucial. In this regard, Morris was very complimentary

of TASCAM. “The company’s support services are first rate,” he reports. “Their

support staff are musicians and audio pros, so they understand what you’re trying

to accomplish. They get it.”

According to Morris, David Crowder’s studio was completed roughly six months ago

and, since that time, it has become one of his favorite places to work. “The TASCAM

equipment is what brings the entire studio together so efficiently,” he said. “It

fosters creativity and sounds terrific. Make no mistake, the TASCAM equipment is

solid gear with great sound. I know I’ve said this before, but I’ll say it again… These

products made the studio work the way it does. Everything is set up to make

recording easy - without getting in the way of the creative process. There’s no

patching and no plug in - just open up the DAW, set up the channel, and record.

Kudos to TASCAM!”

www.crowdermusic.com

www.jacobbiz.co

www.haverstickdesigns.com

www.tascam.com
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